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1. Purpose 

1 

). I I 

'I 

Plan of action 

for the1improvement of the transfer of information 

between the European languages 

1.1. General 

The .European Community comprises a multilingual group of 

peoples seeking integration, whichiis none the less. continuous 

and progressive. 

The multiplicity of languages, which is a permanent feature, 

represents a pric~less heritage of civilization for it reflects 

the variety of cultural backgrounds of our nations. 

But this linguistic diversity poses problems in daily life which 

hanper th2 ongoing process· of integration and the smooth operation 

of the Community institutions. Immense efforts are needed - long 

~cfore agreement is reached - simply to understand each other in 

these multilingual settings. One could never quantify the cost 

of communication and assess thG inevitable wastage of time and 

intellectual effort in this environment, let alone the sum of 

frustration that ~nsues. 

~~spite endeavours to reduce the number of pages of documents 

and the number of langu?ges into which translations are 

requested, the Commission is faced by ~ level of demand which 

is increasing at a rate of sofTie 10 % per year" To cope with 

this demand, the Community institutions have had to establish 

extremely large translation services, probably the most highly 

staffed in the world. 
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Even so, in order to facilitate the translation process, 
particularly of repetitive texts which can be simply conveyed 

'frOftl one language to another, it seems highly desirable to·make 
use of a wide range of working tools, some of which are availab~e 
and some being developed. 

Such tools range from the dictionary and multilingual thesauri 
to the terminology bank and computer-aided translati~ systems. 

· They are expensive to develoP and use. But the scale of the 
COIRIIUnity's present and for~seeable linguistic activities is 

·such that the systematic use of multilingual tools cannot but 

' · · : ·lead to savings in the long term. In this respect the ComMnity 
. is in an exceptional situation. . . 

1~2. Backgrotl1d 
.-. 0 ~ ' 

Dictionaries, card indexes and some automated instruments have 
been used in translation for a very long time. In the last 
thirty years, the computer has arrived to complete.the range. 

• 

' . 

I~ 195D-60 there was soa~ething o~ an obsession~. particularly in . · ·; · · · 

.. the United States, for experimenting with ~tolftltic translation.·· 
At the end of that period, the authorities reduced t~ir 
financial backing and research declined. 

But the performance levels which have now made the computer an 
irreplaceable tool have continued to improve. Memories have 
become more capacious and the memory unit less expensive. Access 
has beCome more rapid and less costly. The information stored fs 
better organized and data retrieval can be more sophisticated, so 
that it is now possible tO "process" the most Coqtlex l&n!JUage 
structures. 

' . 
Direct access has been refined to such ~ point that dialogue 

. . . ~ : . 
with data systems and data can replace consultation of reference 
~ks, sorting through index cards and· a fair proportion of 
repettttve intellectual work. 

• 

... 
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Several research centr~s in the Community have tackled the 

prnbtem of communication between different languages. The 

Commission itself has pursued certain lines of research on , 

linguistic problems at the Ispra Establishment of the Joint 

· Rosearch Centre. The translation services have begun to build 

up a terminology bank and the scientific information services 

have set up a multilingual information retrieval system for 

metallurgy. 

r~orc recently, under the Ccl'lmunity's first plan of action in the 

field of scientific and technical information and documentation 

edopted by the Counci.l in 1975, the object of which is to set up 

.a European information network under the title of "EURONET", the 

Commission has been studying the possibilities of applying various 

tools and methods to the trnnsfer of scientific and technical 

;,,formation from one language to another. Some of these methods 

have already proved their worth in practice and several of the 

Communi~y's advisory committees, particularly CIDST and CREST (*), 

agree th.at the instruments· designed to foci l it;)te the transfer 

of scientific and technical information have been developed to 

such a point that they should now be turned to account in other 
' 

fields. 

Obviously the operation of the Community's institutions could not 

fail to be substanti~lly improved, from the efficiency point of view, 

by the gr3dunl application of computerized methods to the transfer of 

information between the Community languages. Th~ Commission has there

fore decided to initiate a three-i·ear plan o1 action, to come into 

force as early as 1977, in view of the risk that present conditions 

in the institutions may be aggravated by the accession of new member 

countries. 

(*) ClDST: Committee for Scientific ~nd Technical Information and 
Documentation. 

C~EST: Scientific and Technical Research Committee. 
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It must first be made clear that this plan of action does not 
concern true research and development, but a series of tests, pilot 
experiments, and trial applications using systeMs designed elsewhere· 
and selected on the bas·is of their positive features and their 

'development potential •. There is no system nor technique capable of 
solving all probleMs at once. The present first generation of cor 
puterized instruments will t11doubtcdly be_· followed by a second 
generation of more sophisticated· ones~ 

Consequently, while paving the w~y for the advent of the future 
systems, advantage should be taken of the facilities offered by systems 

. already at the operational ~r preoperational stage. But for the 
reasons mentioned, it would be unwise·to consider only the latter, or 
only one of theM. , 

Consequently, the C611111ission intends combining the'progra~ of 
·applications with a continuous' revieW of·pregress under way- and active· 

·· s'4)port for the devalepment of nev systenas tn· the ~~ember eountries, in 
. . . . order that such systems .be geared to·lfteet·:·trre neerls of~ the ttwn.Wttty . 

in a coor~inated t~Mner. · 
~- . 

· 3. Plan of act ion · 

·, '(• 

The Commisst~ will undertake a ·coherent plan of action on 
'. 

several fronts: 

- automatic pre-trc:~nslation of ,ur'IProcessed texts drafted in ·, ; 
.natural language, ~ 

. - automatic translat~on of texts drafted in limited syntax, 
• terminology banks, 
-.multilingual thesauri, 

.-.technical infrastructure, 
- assessMent of ~lied research, 
• Pncouragement of MUltilingualia. • 

. : ' 

. \ 

·.· • l 

) ... 

'• 
·'. 

• 
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3 .. 1. '-utom~tic pretr<'!nslaticn e>f tex~~-in,natural language 

The programme has been plnnned i~ the light of two considerations: 

(1) In the past the development of automatic translation systems 

fer scientific texts has focused mainly on the Rus3ian/English 

language pair, which is ~f no particular interest to the 

Community. 

(2) Disregardi-ng' the quality of the text supplied by the machine, 

ne automatic translating system can operate properly in any 

sector without a substantial initial investment, equivalent 

to the establishment of a multilingual dictionary for the 

sector in question. 

The Commission therefore intends to introduce an initial tried and 

testGd system into its departments and bringing it first of all 

to the pilot-experiment stage and then to the operational stage 

for one pair of Community languages and one specialized field • 

If expectations are fulfilled, the system will be extended to 

include other specialized fields and other Community languages. 

Thus, the initial system will be gradually converted into A 

European instrument belonging to the Community ~nd will ~ 
capable of: 

- rapid draft translations in certain fields, ~llowing, for 

instance, an engineer to grasp the substance of a document 

without necessarily understanding all the nuances; 

- translations of sufficient quality to pass directly to 

checking or revision, as is currently the procedure for 
drafts prepared by translatorse 
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The development work will be 'arried out mainly at the Commission's 
Computer Centr~ in Luxemb~urg, by COMMission staff in collabora
tion with consultants. 

,. ; . Special attention will be paid to the cost/efficiency ratio and 

.. ·' · to the technical problems posed by the recording of texts and 
dictionaries. 

\ 

Care will be ta~~" to ensure that the dictionaries and other 
. tools created for this purpose will be applicable later tn the 
systems of subse·1~nt generations, thus securing the ·best possible 
return on the re~o~rces invested.· 

I •' 

3.2. Automatic translation of texts in limited syntax 
1 There are systems which provide satisfactory automatic transla-

tions of text~ d~a~ted according ·to limited gra.matical rules • 
.-. ' Such systems are p:srticuta·rly useful for the translation of 
, :·• summaries in sever~l languages·for·tnformatton retrieval 
'• 

purposes. 
.. 

It is intended that an initial tried and tested system of this 
type be applied to sCientific .. and para-scientific texts the 
drafting and transl~tion of which are of interest to the 
Community, that the extension of this systam to other specialized 
fields and to other Community languages be encouraged, that joint 
efforts be made t!) gradually lift m6st of ·the gra•atical con
straints which limit 'the use of: the. system; and if apprOpriate, 
that some staff te trained i~ tho'drafting of texts vith · 
reduced syntax. 

3.3. Terminolggy ban~ 

The C'.)llpil ing of Mat·-\il inguat terminology files in e<Jch coW~try, 

each inst;tutton or even by each translator. and interpreter 
separately for their own use represents a fantastic waste of 

. . 

.. 
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intellectual resources, which could be reduced by setting up 

:terminology benks accessible to all. 

The Commission is already in the throes of establishing, for 

its o~n translators, a terminology bank whose reliability is 
assured by a strict validity check. Subsequent development 

. of this terminology bank, by extension of its content and 

improvement of accessibility, is provided for in the present 

plan cf action, to be carried out in close liaison, including 

the exchange of available collections, with similar projects 

in hnnd elsewhere in the Member States and some non-member 

countries. 

Once such a terminology bank has acquired the necessary volume 

and quality, its use by direct access will be far more economical 

than tracking down the same information in huge volumes ~f printed 

indexes, which nre gen~rally fairly inaccessiblee 

3.4. Multilingual thesauri 

These c0ntrolled multilingual vocabularies are essential tools 

for the transfer of information. Like termin~logy data banks, 

they arebenefitingfrom the advances in computer techniques. 

The b~st-known international information retrieval systems 

-are bas~d on multilingual thesauri. It is essP.ntial to ·use 

the m~st modern computerized methods to manage and use them 

for pur~oses of information r~tricval. 

The Commission has substantial experience in this field since 

it has helped to dcv~lOp highly advanced methods of !hesa~rus 

compilation. 
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:· It seems advisab\e to compare and h~rmonise the methiJds 
developed and used in' the c~mmissfon's ~artments with various 
others advocated by SOMe internat tonal institutions so that 
common guidelines can be Mapped out'. · 

' ·' 

In particular, it is urgently hecessary to draft recblllmendations· 
for the establishment of multilingual 'thesauri by combining or 
dovetailing existing monolingual vocabularies in accordance with 

I 

· these guidelines. 

3.S. Technical infrastructure 

'. 'l 

A number of additional measures should be undertaken in order to .. , 

situate the plan of action in a real cperational c~text. The . 
main purpose of such .-easures would be to improve the llethods . . ' 

used for the acquisition, handling and retrieval of texts, both 
upstream and downs~ream of processing by computer. 

They include 

· ... improvement of conventional techniques for the acquisition of 
non-digital documents, particularly texts of all kinds; 

- development of sophisticated tools permitting direct 
acquisition and transliteration of texts; 

- use of video ter~fnals for direct processing of texts; 

- develqpment of systeas for returning translated texts on 
·various media, in situ and at a distance. 

3.6. Assessment and orientation of !PPlied research 

The measures described above ~st be periodically reoriented 
in the tight of current ~•search and developMent on multi• 

t1~i-. 

-. 
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Particularly in automatic translation, there ure so mrt~Y persons 

involved and projects under way that new ideas and promising 

initiatives may emerge at any time; these must be channelled 

along certain lines which correspond with the action programme 

and take into account the evolution of the Community's 

requirements. 

The Commission will therefore see that~limited number of 

incentives and encouraging measures be adopted and implemented · 

in c~llaboration with the JRC and specialized institutions in 

the 1wtcmber States. 

3.7. Promotional measures 

A large-scale plan of action requires the p~rticipation of all 

wh~ are directly or indirectly concerned by muttilingualism, 

including teachers, publishers, document~lists, computer 

specialists, linguists, translators, interpreters and 

terminologists, and even the users of scientific or other 

information. 

To s0cure their participation, they must first ba ide~tified, 

ar.pronched, informed and interested. This cculd be achieved 

throl~h specializ~d publications Jnd the organizQtion of courses, 

seminars and demonstration sessions. 

A starting point in this direction will be provided by the 

or~anization of the Third European Congress on information 

systems and networks, entirely devcrtcd to mul t H ingual problems, 

in rwtay 1977. 

4a Staffing and implementation 

For the planning and implement~tion:of this workp the Commission 

intends to secure the assistance of ~ "Committee of Experts for the 

Transfer of Information between Community languages (CETIL>,., composed 

of specialists from the Member States and the Commission, selected for 

their experience of technical ptoblems and requiremEnts at European level. 
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Under this three-year plan of action, the work will be 

c~rri~d nut with the assistance of. consu~tants and the staff of 
the European institutions, in particular the COIM!ti.ssion'·s Computer 
Centre. The Commission intends to form a -single team of linguists 
and computer specialists, drawn -from its.own departments, possibly 
other institutions and on secondment, from othe~ specialized 9rganiza
tions, in particular, sp~cialized organizations in the member countries. 

s.· Budget. ; 

The expenditure involved in implementing the three-yeat plan of 

action .. is of the order of 2,750,000 UA, broken dOwn as follows <ln 
··, .- Wtits of accoWtt, at 1976 prices>*): 

Automatic pre-translation of . ,. 
~f natural language , · 1 .: • 

Translation of text• written in 
limited syntax · · · · ; · · 

Terminology banks '' · 

Multilingual thesauri· 
'.' ; ~ :: ",., r 4 

. '. 

"'!". 

(1977) . (1978) 

180.000 . 360.000' 

240.000 
'· 

70.000 120.000 

.. ': ·• -· 
50.000 80.000 

Technical infrastructu.re .. · -~ '40.000 ... 1 

·70.000 

Applied·research 30.000 80.000 
'l ., ,· 

Promotion 20.000 50.000 

·' TOTAl : ·.: soo.ooo ·1.000.000 

., . 

~ ~ I 

(1979) 

460.000 

280.000 

140.000 

120.000 

100.000 

100.000 

50.000 

·1.250.000 ________ ._ ..___,.. ______ "'r ••••••---
........__ __ .._ ---------- a I •• illk_... 

I. ' •• ~. • : .:1 

------- . ' 

- .. 
J 

, . I ., 

,-. 
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1 Annex 3 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT for the 1977 budget 

Plan of action-

for the improvement of the transfer of information 

between the European languages 

A. f~: INTERVENTION APPROPRIATIONS 

1. Relevant bud~et 'heading code 

Item 3621 

2. Title of budget headin~ 

Projects supplementary to the three-y~ar 'plan of action in the 

field of scientific and technical informaticn and documentation~ 

3. Legal basis 

Action directed to the improved ~ffectivcness of the Commission's 

staff. 

4. ~criet~!!ve(s> and justifjcation of .the 2!2i£ct 

The nim of the project is to develop computer-aided methods for 

carrying out pre~tr~nslations cf textl of all kinds in the six 

official languages of the Co~munity. 

5. Appropriations 

In 1977 

In 1978 

In 1979 

500.000 UA 

1.000.000 UA 

1.250.000 u~ 

For the first year of the plan, 1977, it is likely that tho 

commitm~nts will be mainly concentrated in the second six months; 
for the following years, the commitments will be spread out evenly 

over the year. 

\l 
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The basis for calculation of the above· figures was the number of 
computer instructions and the number of prograMMes which would have 
to be completed, taking into account past experience in a particul~r · 
field, food industry, and for a particular pair of 'languages, 

English-French. 

6. Type of control envisaged · 

Tests·of quality of the service; moreover, operations carried 
out under contract will be .the subject of reports to be. examined· 

·. -
not only by the staff of the Commission but also by an advisory 
committee which it is proposed to set up; this committee will be 

.composed of experts of the ~ember States as well as of the·Com.ission. 

B. PART II: COMPLEMENTARY INFORMATION CONCERNING A NEW ACTION 

~ 7. Total cost of the action during the period foreseen 

r 2,750,00Q UA 

8. Information on the personnel and the administ.rative !PPropriations 
needed to carry out tho action 

~The management of a plan of action of such scope will roquire the 
reinforcement of the staff presently avafla~le by a senior 
administrator A5/A4, an administrator A7/A6, an assistant a3/B2 and 
two secretaries C3/C2; the assistant, administrator and senior 
administrator need to have some knowledge in the areas both of 
computers and linguistics. 

9. Source of finance 

The appropriations will need to be included in the future budgQt; 
they have been asked for by the Commission, fn its budget proposals 
f~r 1977 and the ~arltament has included 500,00Q UA cf~pa~t 
appropriations for this pu~se ~ the new budget line 3621 
ac~.,ted by the Councit. 

I 
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